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Abstract

This document discusses problems and solutions around distribution of media
in heterogeneous environments when using IP-multicast.
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1 Introduction

When distributing real-time media with variable bit-rate using IP-multicast to a number
of receivers over heterogeneous networks a problem of which bandwidth to transmit
with occurs. More precisely, which bandwidth should be used when sending the media
stream. If high bandwidth is chosen only the receivers with high bandwidth available
the whole way to the sender will be able to receive the stream and those with little
bandwidth will not be able to receive the stream. On the other hand, the least common
bandwidth for the whole group could be chosen. This would allow forevery member of
the session to receive the stream but then the high bandwidth users would suffer from
degraded media quality.

This paper presents an overview of a number of proposals to solve this problem of
real-time media transport over heterogeneous networks.

1.1 Background and Requirements

There are a number of constraints and requirements when distributing real-time media
to a large group of users over the Internet.�This work was supported by the Centre for Distance-spanningTechnology (CDT), Luleȧ, Sweden
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� IP-multicast: The only way to support really large groups of simultaneous re-
ceivers is by utilizing the powers IP-multicast [4] for distribution.� Best-effort: On todays Internet every packet is sent using best-effort meaning
that that packet can be lost on the way and it is up to the end-to-end protocol
to detect this loss and repair the situation. Usually when transportingdata over
the Internet (such as WWW pages) the transport control protocol/TCP isused.
TCP provides an end-to-end reliable transport but unfortunately is isdesigned
for unicast transportation with only two parties involved. It can therefore not be
used in conjunction with IP-multicast (required from the bullet above).

Providing reliable packet transportation in a totally distributed environment is
quite a difficult task to solve and it can actually be solved in a number of different
ways (as we will see in the next section) when taking what is actually being
transported into account.

Anyhow, the basic requirement is that best-effort transportation muchbe taken
into account.� Adaptiveness: Another important aspect is that media applications have to be
able to adapt to changes in the available bandwidth for their media streams.The
bandwidth might change for a number of reasons such as TCP-friendliness (see
next bullet), resource reservations might change or just plain networkcongestion.� TCP-friendly: TCP is designed to be nice and fair by backing off when conges-
tion occurs. Today, most IP-multicast applications do not do any kind ofback-off
when congestion occurs and instead the “push away” TCP from the net. There is
therefore a need for the multimedia applications to be TCP-friendly meaning that
they should adapt to congestion and be “nice” to other protocols on the Internet.

The rest of this paper presents a number of candidates for solve the heterogene-
ity problem and evaluates them against the requirements presented here. The paper
concludes with a summary.

2 The Candidates

This section present a number of “candidates” for solving the problem at hand.

2.1 Common Set of Bandwidth Available

The simplest approach is to let every member of the group adapt to some common
amount of bandwidth sacrificing either those with to little bandwidthavailable (as they
cannot join in) or the letting those with more bandwidth get worse quality than they
would receive if the low bandwidth users where not part of the session.

This is a very numb method of solving the problem as it is usually manually config-
ured at every sender. It is also hard to adapt to changes within the group. Unfortunately,
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this is also normally the method used today on the Internet for real-time multimedia
broadcasts when using IP-multicast.

2.2 Simulcast

Simulcast is a method where the sender chooses 2 or more encodings/bit-rates and
transmits two different streams containing the same information (just encoded differ-
ently). This allows the sender to accommodate for different available bandwidth in the
network but unfortunately it also means that bandwidth will be wasted as the same data
is sent in more than once over the local network. Is also put a larger burdenon the
sending host as the data have to handled more than once before transmitted.

Simulcast is currently being used within the mStar mVideo client for transmission
of active video in both a user selected format and as a very low bit-rate stream using
JPEG still images (at a rate of 2-4 Kbps). The later allows users behind low bandwidth
links to join into a session with active video sources and to receive low quality versions
of the video being transmitted from the senders.

2.3 Network Trancoders

A somewhat common method also used today is to deploy transcoders in the network at
the boundaries between different networks, e.g. on the boundary of a campus network
or at the start of an ISDN connection. These transcoders modify the stream into some
other format and transmits that on a parallel IP-multicast group.

The operation and available functionality of these transcoders varies from appli-
cation to application and a number of such applications exists today:Robust Audio
Tool - RAT [5] which can transcode between different audio formats,RTPGW [2]
which focuses on both audio and video transcoding andmulticast Tunnel - mTunnel [8]
which was initially designed for tunneling of multicast traffic over non-multicast ca-
pable links. mTunnel supports transcoding between different media types, rescaling of
media by transforming the media without actually transcoding it intoa new encoding
(e.g. by dropping frames out of a video stream), mixing of several activestreams and
media-switching based on some accompanying media-stream.

2.4 Receiver driven Layered Multicast - RLM

The next method,Receiver driven Layered Multicast - RLM [7] is much more advanced
than those presented earlier. The basic idea is to divide the stream into ahierarchy of
exclusive additive layers and then transmit each layer on a different multicast address.
The receivers then have the choice of how many layers they want to receive (primarily
based on network congestion which is noticed on by packet loss). A very simplified
version of the algorithm would be:

loop:
if no_congestion then
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// Do a ‘‘join-test’’
join next group to get higher layer

else
leave group to drop highest layer

By letting the receiving application dynamically choose how much traffic tore-
ceive based on the current congestion, a more network aware application is created
and by that globally less congestion in the Internet (remember that media streams usu-
ally take much more bandwidth than e.g. Web surfing or mail reading). It also makes
the applications more dynamic and the underlying codecs used are better designed for
partitioning.

All this sounds great but unfortunately there are still a number of open questions
that have to be solved before RLM can be widely used.

1. How the join-tests should be done? If a user’s application do a join-test for
a layer and finds that that causes congestion, how can that it be sure of what
actually caused the congestion, its join-test or somebody else’s join-test. The
paper mention that this can be helped by so called shared learning where the
applications notify each other when joining or leaving groups. A problem here
though is who to notify, if only members of the same IP-multicast group share
knowledge then tests in other groups might interfere.

2. Another problem is tree forwarding delay meaning that when an application
leave a layer it might still receive data for several minutes after the leave.This
is due to how theInternet Group Management Protocol - IGMP[3] version 1
is designed where removal of traffic forwarding is totally time-out based. The
application have now means of directly notifying the nearby router that it no
longer wants to receive the traffic. The application have also no way of noticing
when the forwarding have actually stopped (this is due to how the BSDsocket
interface used in many operating systems today is designed). IGMP version2
specifies a mechanism where hosts explicitly can notify a router that they no
longer want traffic for a certain multicast group but unfortunately IGMPversion
2 is not widely deployed yet as it requires changes to the operating system itself.

The basic idea of RLM to use layers for congestion control is very compelling as
solves many of the requirements presented in the introduction.

2.5 Bandwidth Guessing

It has been shown that it is possible for applications that do not containsupport con-
gestion control toguess the available bandwidth based on a algorithm referred to as
TCP-friendly [6]. This knowledge could be combined with a layered multicast encod-
ing where the receivers choose how many layers to join based on the availableband-
width without actually having to do the join tests necessary in RLM (presented above).
Unfortunately, the TCP-friendly method have some drawbacks where e.g. the round
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trip time between every sender and receiver have to be calculated to do an estimation
of the available bandwidth.

Tests of this combination of bandwidth guessing and layered encodings have been
tested and evaluated at INRIA and their results show that works well in a broadcast
situation with one sender and many receivers but it does not scale well to large number
of receivers due to the measurements of the round trip time. More information can be
found in [10].

2.6 Active Networks

A variant of the network transcoders presented earlier is the idea of usingactive net-
works [9] and deploy transcoders in active nodes at strategic points in the network.
These transcoders could transform the media when needed based on the current traffic
conditions at that particular node.

The whole idea of having active networks is a very hot question and research sub-
ject right now. It is hot on two ways, for the first as there is much researchfunding
devoted to it and secondly because it arises many heartily feelings about if itever is
going to be deployed in production networks or not.

2.7 Active Services

The last method presented here is something calledactive services [1] where the idea
of network transcoders and active networks is combined. The idea is to have a number
so called “pads” always running in the network. These pads can be used to deploy
scripts and programs onto by the end user. One of the examples of the usage of this
architecture is precisely deployable transcoders which is actually an extension of the
RTPGW presented earlier.

Although this is more of an enabling technology is might prove to bean important
part of a future scalable environment for media scaling in heterogeneous environments.

3 Discussion and Future Work

The problem of providing a scalable solution for media distribution over heterogeneous
networks is a complex and complicated problem to solve. A number of methods have
been presented but no single one proves to solve all the requirements presented earlier.
It is therefore still an open problem which needs a significant amount of effort to solve.

Most of the methods presented could be basic building blocks for the final solution
and the it is our belief that no single method can be the only solution but instead several
of them have to be combined to provide the final solution.

The problem of providing the future scalable environment for media scaling in het-
erogeneous networks is complicated but also very important and essential for the media
distribution platform of the future.
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